Introduction

A pathfinder is a guide to the resources in a particular subject area in the library. It is an instruction/research tool designed to encourage researchers to do a self-directed use of the library.

The Social Sciences Library provides pathfinders basically to support students and faculty in their search for recorded literature and resources available at the USC Library System and accessible on the Net.

Should you have comments, questions and suggestions on this pathfinder, please contact Social Science Library at 2300.100 local 270 or email to socialscience_jblrc@yahoo.com.
Key Term: **Developmental Psychology**

Scope Note: Developmental Psychology (DP) may be broadly defined as the scientific study of systematic changes of an organism’s behavior and the psychological processes that behavior reflects. Developmental psychology is one of the main branches of psychology, and as such it subsumes a number of subdisciplines including child psychology, adolescent psychology, life-span psychology and human development. (Source: *The Corsini encyclopedia of psychology* v.2 / edited by Irving B. Weiner, W. Edward Craighead. 4th edition. c2000. 150.3 C81 v.2, GenRef Book, 1st floor, JB-LRC)

Use For:
- Development (Psychology)

Broader Term:
- Development psychobiology

Related Term:
- Life cycle, Human

Narrower Term:
- Age (Psychology)
- Aging – Psychological aspects
- Attachment behavior

**BOOKS**

*Reference sources located at Social Sciences Library, 4th Floor, JB-LRC*

**Aggression, antisocial behavior, and violence among girls: a developmental perspective** / edited by Martha Putallaz, Karen L. Bierman; foreword by John B. Reid. 2004. [305.23082 Ag38]

**An introduction to developmental psychology** / edited by Alan Slater and Gavin Bremner. 2011. [155 In8]

**Annual editions: human development 10/11** / editor, Karen L. Freiberg. 2011. [155.4 An78]
Counseling and the life course / Leonie Sugarman. 2004. [361.06 Su32]

Current readings in lifespan development / edited by Denise Boyd, Genevieve Stevens. 2002. [155 B69]

The development of giftedness and talent across the life span / edited by Frances Degen Horowitz, Rena F. Subowitz, and Dona J. Matthews. 2009. [153.98 D49]


Developmental psychology: a student’s handbook / Margaret Harris and George Buttenworth. 2002. [155.4 H24]

Developmental psychology: childhood and adolescence / David Shaffer and Katherine Kipp. 2010. [155.4 Sh13]

Developmental psychology in action / Wood, Clare Patricia. 2006. [155.4 W85]


Emotions, aggression, and morality in children: bridging development and psychopathology / edited by William F. Arsenio and Elizabeth A. Lemerise. 2010. [155.41825 Em69]

A guide to teaching developmental psychology / Elizabeth Brestan Knight and Ember L. Lee. 2008. [155.0711 K74]

Handbook of cultural developmental science / edited by Marc H. Bornstein. 2010. [155.82 H19]

Human behavior in the macro social environment: an empowerment approach to understanding communities, organizations and groups / Karen K. Kirst-Ashman. 2011. [302 K63]

Human development / Grace J. Craig, with Don Baucum. 1999. [155 C84]

Human development / Thomas L. Crandell and Corinne Haines Crandell, James W. Vander Zanden. 2009. [155 C85]

Human development / Diane E. Papalia, Sally Wendkos Old, Ruth Duskin Feldman. 2009. [155 P19]
Human development / James W. Vander Zanden. 2000. [155 V28]


Human development across the lifespan / John Dacey, John Travers. 2004. [155 D11]

Lifespan development / Denise Boyd, Helen Bee. 2006. [155 B69]

Life-span development / John W. Santrock. 2008. [155 Sa59]


Life-span human development / Carol K. Sigelman, Elizabeth A. Rider. 2003. [155 Si22]


Research methods in lifespan development / Gary L. Creasey. 2006. [155.072 C86]


Sources. Human development / edited by Rhett Diessner. 2008. [155 So84]

Stress, coping, and development: an integrative perspective / Carolyn M. Aldwin. 2009. [155.9042 Al24]


Toward a feminist development psychology / edited by Patricia H. Miller and Ellin Kofsky Scholnick. 2000. [155.082 T65]

A transactional model of development: how children and contexts shape each other / edited by Arnold Sameroff. 2009. [155.4 T68]

A tropical approach to life-span development / John W. Santrock. 2010. [305.2 Sa59]

Understanding human behavior and the social environment / Charles H. Zastrow. 2013. [302 Z19].
Developmental cognitive behavioral therapy with adults / Janet M. Zarb. 2007. [616.8914 Z18]


Assessing the behavior of young children / Edita C. Monserrate. 2011. [155.42 M75]


Human development: across the life span / Carol K. Sigelman, Elizabeth A. Rider. 2012. [155 Si22].

Lifespan development / Denise Boyd, Helen Bee. 2012. [155 B69]


Being extraordinary: living your highest potential / Corazon del Mundo. 2004. [155.2 D38]


Understanding human behavior: a psychology worktext / Tessie J. Rodriguez. 2009. [150 R61]
E-RESOURCES

eBOOKS

Developmental psychology and social change: research, history and policy / edited by David B. Pillemer, Sheldon H. White. 2005. [303.4 D49]


Cambridge Books Online:
http://ebooks.cambridge.org


Norms in Human Development / Edited by Leslie Smith, Jacques Vonèche Publisher: Cambridge University Press. Print Publication Year: 2006

E-Journals

EBSCOhost
http://www.ebscohost.com

ProQuest 5000
http://search.proquest.com/

Springer Link
http://link.springer.com

- Journal of Developmental and Physical Disabilities
  http://link.springer.com/journal/10882

- Child Psychiatry & Human Development
  http://link.springer.com/journal/10578
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